Indications
Designed for persons with limited hip motion due to contractures or surgical precautions. Ideal for total hip replacement, back injuries, stroke or arthritic hip conditions.

Instructions For Use
1. Gather sock and pull it over the end of sock aid trough that does not have straps.
   Note: For one handed use, roll up the sock aide and hold it between the knees. Slide the sock over the end of the aid.

2. Place Easy Pull Sock Aid on floor holding the ends of the straps. Straps should be stretched.
   Note: For one handed use, tie the loop handles together to form one large loop to hold onto.
Easy Pull Sock Aid

3. Slip foot into the trough. Pull hand and strap upward until foot is completely inside the trough.

4. Pull handles until sock is completely on and Easy Pull Sock Aid slides out.